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Strategic choices for
newly opened markets
Joel A. Bleeke

%
dmmatic opening of new murkete, whettir .in Wutern
Europe as 1992 appraactis or elsewhere in tlw world, requires
wnasers to build - and use – a new set of competitive skills. But
there are few precehnts to which they can look for guidance. The
recent experience of US companies with deregulatwn, however,
daes prouids valmble lessons for companies wishing to enter and
succeed in these new markets. In particuhr, these lessons help
chart a 10-year roadmnp of the shifting competitive challenges
facing ma~ers
during the first and second halves of the decade
after a closed mnrket opens.
,.,
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S 1992 APPROACHES, markets are opening not just in Western Europe but throughout the world. In Eastern Europe,
&ia, and North America, trade walls that have stid for decades
are beginning ti crumble in the face of political unrest and technological imovation. In anticipation of these changes, a do-or-die
atmosphere is driving many European, Japanese, and US companies h become broad-based competi~rs. And in the deal-oriented atmosphere that has ensued, aggressive competitive are often
forced tQ make critical decisions fast on whether and how b
expand inta uncharted terrain.

A

Fortunately, a valuable map is available: US companies’ experience with deregulation over the past 10 ye’ars. That experience
shows clearly the pattern of competitive dynamics that unfolds
when artificial constraints are suddedy lifted and new entrants
Autirk
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are allowed to rush in. Consequently, it provides useti lessons not
only for markets opening because of regulatory changes but also
for markets such se @lecommunicatione, semiconductors, and
autis, which are becoming global in response to technological or
other discontinuities.

~

Perhaps the most important of these lessons has to do with time.
The US companies’ experience shows that managers who look only
to the yeare immediately surrounding 1992 -or any otier market
opening - will make irreparable mistakes. Because the competitive
environment changes twice – once when the market opens and
again about five years later – a 10-year roadmap is essential.

~
,

This road map will direct many large competitors away from their
traditional roles as broad-line players into new, more profitable
roles as low-cost entrants, focused-segment marketers, or providers of shared utilities. And for many, the map will include
significant changes in course, since the actions required to survive
in the early years of a market’s opening are not the same as those
that bring success in the second phase of open-market competition.

‘

These lessons derive from a year-long study of the managerial
implications of deregulation in US airlines, financial services, longdistance telephone service, central-office switching, trucking, and
railroads. The first part of this study involved a detailed assessment of the dynamics in each industry from its dere~ation to the
present (including an analysis of structural costs, industry cost
curves, industry profitability, new entries, and exits). In the second
part, my colleagues and I examined the management strategies of
profitable and unprofitable companies to uncover common patterns. (The strategic choices we considered included pricing,
breadth of product or service offerings, cost-reduction activities,
and marketing strategies.)
Entry may be traumatic
In some ways,’ the opening of Europe and other global markets may
be even more traumatic then US dere@ation. New entrants will
not only be fledgling companies like People Express but also powerful organizations like American Airlines and Deutsche Bank.
Given histiries of local protection and the large number of strong
across-the-board players that are planning ti build beyond their
nabional franchises, the competition (especially among global companies) may be far more painful than it was in the United States,
where dere~ation
was largely a domestic event.
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The fact that major Japanese companies are planning investments
that will meet local-content requirements - often at lower cost
than existig European facilities - leads ti that conclusion. So
does the wave of cross-border merger end acquisition activity that
has already begun, allowing less time for managers to think
through their long-krm game plans. Indeed, the strong alliances
that are already forming across Europe suggest that the competitive situation may soon be dominated by powefi,
broad-based
competitors holding a series of local oligopolies and making new
entry extremely difficult end costly.
Despite the differences, the US experience with deregulation
shows how the opening of once restricted markets leads to a new
competitive world. Whether the market is in Canada, Eastern
Europe, Asia, or the European Community matters less than the
competitive dynamic its opening unleashes. And in that competitive dynamic, undifferentiakd size matters less than the strategic
choices thoughtful managers make.
Dynamics of dere~ation
Deregulation in the United States began in 1975, when the SEC
abolished dxed rates for US securities brokers. Before long, other
industries were coping with deregulation as well: airlines in 1978,
trucking and railroads in 1980, banking and telecommunications
at intervals throughout the 1980s. In every instance, we can see
the same set of competitive dynamics play itself out.
WhiZe the number
soon fail - along

of new entrants

can be staggering,

nearly all

with many large existing competitors. No fewer
than 215 new air carriers entired the market in the 10 years following deregulation, compared with no new FAA-certified earners
in the preceding 40 years. But fewer than one-third of the new
entrants and fewer than half (44 percent) of the existing competitors survived those 10 years as independent entities.
Arguably, only two of the new carriers (Midway Airlines and
herica
West Airlines) have distinctive strong franchises today
(and even Midway is stiering financially as a result of recent
expansion beyond its Chicago hub). In trucking, the story was
much the same. From a steady level of 17,000 truckers in the 1960s
and 1970s, the number of competitors rose to over 37,000 in 1987.
At the same time, more than 72 companies, accounting for over $2
billion or 16 percent of industry revenues, shut down between 1980
and 1982 alone.
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deteriorates

mpidly

as IWW entrants shder

for all competitors for at hmt
five yem-s. The surprise is
not entran~’ starkly lower costs. (On average these were 40 percent tQ 50 percent below competitive’ chiefly because the new
companies carried less baggage such as seniority agreement, outmoded factories, and expensive distribution systems.) It is new
entranta’ ability h destroy market pricing for everyone, even if
they take only 10 percent b 15 percent of tit.al market share.

pricing

In the securities industry, for example, discount brokers captured
less than 20 percent of consumer volume, but they forced a 30 percent reduction in market prices. Prices in the central-office and
PBX-switching markets fell by 40 percent tQ 50 percent, yet lowcost entrants captured no more than 25 percent of the total market
share.
The mst
attr~tive
bwsi~ss
atti-uctiue - and vice versa -

ae~nts

ofien

bscome

the least

as competitors all flock ta the same
markets and cross-subsidies unwind. In telecommunications,
prices on the previously most profitable business, long-distance
service, dropped 38 percent between 1984 and 1988, while prices
on local service rose 43 percent. In airlines, prices on high-density,
longer haul routes (like the Chicago h New York corridor) fell by
42 percent, while prices on previously less profitable, short-had
secondary routes climbed sharply. In the retail brokerage business,
prices on institutional trmsactions droppsd 30 percent on average
in the year afier deregulation, while prices on consumer transactions fell only 4 percent. In short, what appear h be less attractive strategies before deregulation otin pay off&r
deregulation
as savvy competitors avoid the rush of new entranta and anticipate
the large price changes (both up and down) that soon occur.
Variation in profitability
between
wi&as dra~tially
and mmuim

,

the best and worst Pe@onners
high. In time, the spread re-

flects the strongest companies’ ability to gain on weaker competitors by rebuilding their franchises. From 1984 b 1988, for
example, American Airlines earned $1.5 billion while Pan Am lost
over $950 million. (As a benchmark, the nine largest carriers had
aggregate profits of approximately $3.5 billion dtig
this period.)
But during the first five or so yeara, the variation occurs because
the weak get weaker, not because the strong become more profitable. In the tirst three years fir
dere~ation,
for example, the
least profitable railroads s~ered massive losses (on the order of
returns of negative 10 percent b 50 percent) *r
just about
breaking even in the previous five years.
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Merger

ond oequieition

activity open occurs in compressed

waveg

that are driven by the demonstration effect of other acquisitions
and by pressure to keep up with rivals that ars doubling in size
and/or scope. The tirst wave focuses on consolidating weak players,
the second wave on combining the strong. In tie brokerage industry, second-tier firms (nmnbars 11 to 25 in market share) grew
rapidly in the three years surrounding deregulation by acquiring
weaker competition. But after raising its market share from 14
percent to 26 percent, this group began to lose ground before a second wave of acquisitions mnong the industry’s largest firms.
1
Only a snuall number of companies (no mere than five to seven in
th industries we examined) can rsrnain breed-baaed competitors.

Most are forced to narrow their product range and spin off noncore
activities to survive. The reasons are mostly financial as profits
fall and cross-subsidies unwind, the cost of competing in each segment shoots up. New entrants force established companies to
invest heavily to improve productivity, research end development,
marketing, and customer service. Many companies choose - or find
it necessary – to focus on core activities in which they have strong
skills and a competitive advantage.
The result is much greater segmentation within the indust~, with
each segment requiring its own set of skills and a distinctive business system. The trucking industry, for exmnple, now consists of
integrated less-than-truckload shippers, standalone, full-load csrriers offering no consolidation services, and truck lessors. In brokerage, competitors have emerged to create related but distinct
businesses in research, trading and retail distribution.
Strategies for success
boking back on 10 years of dere~ation,
four distinct types of
companies were able to survive and build profitable, sustainable
market positions. They are: broad-based distribution companies
that offer a wide range of products and services over an extensive
geographic area low-cost entrants that migrated over time to
become specialty or customer segment-focused providers; focusedsegment marketers that emphasize high levels of service at relatively high prices or target a very specific, defensible customer
grou~ and shared utilities that focus on making economies of scale
available ti a large number of small competitors.
,

Except for some high-end marketers, success~ companies in each
of these categories pursued very different strategies in the first few
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years of dere~ation than they did thereatir. Why the change in
course? Changes in industry structure – end the innovations and
initiative of sharp-wittid managers.
In all the industries we studied, the early years of dere~ation
were characterized by shakeouts, restructuring, and the consolidation of position among survivors. During this period, flexibility
(especially pricing flexibility) is the key b survival. Then the competitive situation changes. After five years of intense competition,
the strain on industry performance has forced many of the weaker
companies to exit. Larger companies have figured out how to offer
low-cost produb and services to compe~ with new rivals. The
price gap between new entrants and existing companies has also
diminished as the latter’s cost-cutting efforts take effect. The
result new entries decline, the industry consolidates, and competition shifts away from purely price-based behavior. In this aecond phase, which is continuing in many industries today, leading
companies move tn build new oligopolies that can be every bit as
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powefi
as those eliminafid by deregulation. The Exhibit smnmarizes the key strategic choices these companies made.
Distributors
Broad-baaed distribution companies are deregulation’s equivalent
of large, mdtinationai organizationa. As a ride, more companies
seek this role than are able b play it. Following deposit dere@ation in 1981, for example, an informal survey of executives at the
nation’s largest banks showed that nearly all expected to be broadbased competihrs 10 years after deregulation. Yet, of necessity,
most of the group moved away from broad-based competition
throughout the 1980s, shedding overseas operations and, in several cases, selling consumer operations such as mortgage and credit
card processing.
Broad-based competitors that did succeed understood their pricing
in detail and were able to eliminate cross-subsidies and disaggregate pricing if competition demanded it. Equally important, they
conserved resources and were willing h bide their time in moving
h dominati their markets. Early critical actions for companies
seeking this role include the following.

i

r

capability. Effective competitors assess the
1. Improve ptiing
price sensitivity end underlying costs of serving specfic customer
segments and adjust pricing to protect these segments from new
low-cost players. AT&T’s price reductions for high-volume business
customers reflected its recognition that these relationships were
endangered by MCI’s and US Sprint’s targeted marketing efforts.
American Airlines became a leader in yield management by hiring
a SW of over 100 people to manage the mix of seak and fares.
While making it hard for business travelers t.otake advantage of
cut-rate fares, American also moved to gain their loyalty by introducing the frequent flyer program.

2. Cut structural COS~8. In no instance could established broadbased companies reduce their costs b match those of low-cost
entrants. But they codd and did cut costs substantially. AT&T’s
employment has dropped roughly 20 percent since divestiture.
American Airlines was among the first ti introduce a two-tier wage
structure, paying new pilots, flight attendants, and mechanics up
b 50 percent less than industry averages.
9. Shifl

quichly
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iww ways of differentidng
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installed digital fiber networks tQ provide
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high-quality service between major cities. Yellow Freight System
improved iti ability ~ consolidate less-than-truckload shipments
by expanding from 248 trucking terminals in 1980 h MO terminals in 1982. Federal Express introduced a computerized bar code
system ti track packages.
The most costly mis4. Coneeme capital to maintain wbility.
take bread-based competitors made was overconunitting capital
through acquisitions, major equipment purchases, or entry inti
new markets, leaving themselves h thin a cushion ti weather the
profit stirm. IU International, for example, expanded rapidly in
the less-than-truckload business by acquiring Ryder and Pacific
Intermounttin Express. After losing over $125 million in two years
trying tQbuild a national earner, the business was divested.

United hurt its competitive position in airlines by its costly acquisitions of Hertz and Westin. These nonairline holdings were sold in
1987, but by then American had been able h outpace United’s
growth in revenue passenger miles due in part @ this diversion.
In contrast h United’s capital-consuming acquisitions, American
grew mostly from witbin, conserving ite cash b build existing businesses and using affiliations rather than acquisitions to extend its
reach.
Scarce capital. The key point is that during the profit squeeze that
usually follows deregulation, capital markets often close the window for new finding because of low industry profitability. As a
result, capital becomes scarce in deregulating industries, and conserving capital during the early years is essential for survival. This
is less true later on, however, when a different set of stratigic
choices becomes critical for success. Of these, the most important
is identifying new ways t,o increase market clout and h develop
new local oligopolies.
Oligopoltin. At firat, as we have seen, low-cost entranta and focuaedsegment marketers threaten existing broad-line players, and
many giants tipple as they fail h react quickly enough. But it is
crucial not b underestimate the power of large competitira over
time @ make big better again. In the dere@ated airline industry,
the use of hub control, computerized yield-management syskms,
and frequent flyer programs have been powerful tils for mmpetitirs to regain clout and pricing power. The tip eight airlines now
control 92 percent of revenue passenger miles compared with 80
percent before deregulation. (By 1988, American alone acconntid
for about 20 percent of the airline industry’s market value com-
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pared with approximately 7 percent in 1978.) heal oligopolies are
also apparent at many major hubs in St. buis, TWA controlled 82
percent of the trtic in 1988 compared with 43 percent in 1979.
The same year, US Air controlled 36 of Pittsburgh’s 51 gates and
held an 85 percent market share compared with 48 percent in
1979. By 1990, United end American represented 80 percent of the
fighb from Chicago’s O’Hare.
The reemergence of oligopolies is also evident in the securities
industry where the tip 25 firms increased their share of capital tn
63 percent in 1985 compared with 51 percent in 1980 and 43 percent on Way Day” in 1975. At the same time, these firms made
deep pockets more important by escalating the role of risk capital
in securities trading end mergers and acquisitions. In trucking,
the top 10 less-than-truckload carriers held a 50 percent market
share in 1987 compared with 35 percent in 1980, enabling them to
gain economies of scale by leveraging their spending on freight terminals and information systems.
Pricing. In rebuilding market power, finely detailed pricing capabilities continue to play a critical role. Pricing can be used defensively, to protect profits by discouraging competibrs who enter
home turf, and offensively, to maximize profitability from uncontested markets. In airlines, this kind of capability makes the
chances of a new entrant modeled on People Express virtually nil.
By 1981, the 600,000 fares incorporated in American’s computer
system in 1977 had risen h 1.6 million, allowing it h meet low
prices for selected routes and passenger. segments without endangering its broad revenue base. Similarly, truckers filed over 1.2
million tariffs in 1987 compared with an average of 185,000 independent tariffs per year in the early 1980s.
Low-cost entrants
Low-cost new entrants were the catiyst for the mmpetitive battles that followed dere@ation. But successful entrants ahnost
always migratid relatively quickly h specialty or segment-focused
competition rather than pursue a pure low-cost strategy. Among
the reasons for changing strategy were the reactions of existing
competitors, the appearance of ‘fastir guns” with even lower cost
structures, and the slow-but-shady rise of the companies’ own
structural costs.
Cost structures.
As we have seen, low-cost entrants competi with
cost structures.that are fundamentally ~erent from those of exis&
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ing competitors. They have lower wage schedules, more flexible
employment arrangements, and often no unions. Simpler manufacturing and distribution systems elimina~ many costs of mmplexity. bw-coat entrants streamline their businesses and leave
decisions to line managers supported by little or no staff. They also
tend to outaource products and supplies. Discomt brokers let
clearing agenk handle many of their transactions, for example,
rather than build their own internal systems. Similarly, low-cost
airlines avoided building computer systims, leased gates, and paid
other carriers to handle their maintenance. Over time, of course,
new entrants begin b develop their own structural costs as
employees become more senior and facilities age. But successful
players in deregulated industries continue to control expenses
tightly, even when they are no longer competing on price alone.
Segmntafion. Other critical choices that low-cost entrants make
early on are b target the most profitable segments of a business –
those that are cross-subsidizing other segments – and to focus on
price and price advertising. In their early years, low-cost entrants
are no-frills suppliers. They do not offer service, just rock-bottom
price. In addition, they manage their growth.
People Express failed in part because it expanded tio quickly, consuming capital that was needed later b support price competition.
By the end of 1985, less than five years after ik founding, People
Express had grown to 3,400 employees and 78 planes with enough
seats to rank as the ninth largest airline in the United States.
Capacity doubled in 19M alone, and the acquisitions continued in
1985 and 1986. Yet by the end of 1984, earlier profits had already
given way h red ink as the airline was unable to fill its seats even
at loss-leader fares.
Mistn&es. The most dangerous mistake low-cost entrants can make
is h take on broad-based competitors in their sensitive core markets where their larger rivals will use all their resources to defend
their turfs. Most new entrants are bruised severely when the
giants react, and all but a few fail.
Midway Airlines’ recent attempt to enter the Milwaukee-Chicago
market illustrates the power of pricing against the new entranta.
On Monday, May 1, 1989, Midway began offering jet service from
Milwaukee @ its own hub at Midway Airport in Chicago. on
Thursday, June 8, Midway cut its Milwaukee fares to increase ita
passenger loads. But Milwaukee is a hub for Northwest Airlines.
By Tuesday, June 13, Northwest had not only matched Midway’s
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fares but also cut all its fares on flighk to and from Midway. By
Friday, June 16, Midway was forced to cut back its promotion in
Milwaukee h restire its pricing in Chicago.
Differentiation. bnger term, the key ta survival for low-cost players lies in finding a viable migration rouk to a position as a broadbaaed competitor (as MCI has done) or a focused-segment provider.
Ident~g
new niches can play a part in this migration. Midway
Airlines is now the third largest -er
in Chicago. While initially
it concentrated on price, tiay it emphasizes service, especially the
convenience of near-to-downtown Midway Airport. In practice, the
effective basis of the comprm~s strategy has migrated away from
pure low cost te a price-value tradeoff that features convenience.
Yet its market clout reaches just so f= recent efforts to expand b
a second hub in Philadelphia have met with tough responses from
the majors.
Implicit in this migration, of course, is movement up the serviceprice ladder. While maintaining acceptable prices, Charles Schwab
now offers a range of money market and mutual funds, retirement
accounts, and CDs as well as customer help lines and quotation
services that increase cost but still offer a reasonable price-value.
tradeoff. US Sprint features the superior quality of fiber-optic
lines. MCI has systematically built skills in new product areas like
“800” lines and international service, while marketing heavily h
profitable corporate customers and keeping a tight hold on headquarters expense.
Migration is difficult, however, and many companies fail as their
consumer image becomes blurred. Continental Airlines seems b
be caught in the dilemma as it tries b change iti image from a cutrate provider to a full-service airline oriented toward business
travelers. Since many passengers still see the airline as a low-cost
option, Continental is iinding that it must offer special (and costly)
incentives to lure business trade.
Focused marketers
Focused-segment marketers target a specific set of customers or
products, emphasizing service levels that are unavailable elsewhere at relatively high prices. Because success in pursuing this
strategy largely depends on identi~g
the right niche and building strong personal relationships, many companies do not need b
shifi direction five years out. They can continue b develop initiatives that are effective early on.
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In general, the closer the personal relationship
in the sales channel between the customer end the provider, the
less price-sensitive the customer (and segment) is likely b be.
Once these custimere have hsen identfied, segment marketers
ofin develop a broad range of produb for the customer group and
encourage cross-selling. Bundling products and increasing product
complexity help segment marketers by reducing price sensitivi~
and by creating opportunities to deepan personal relationships.
Sales of corporate banking services tu middle-market customers by
regional banks are a good example of such product bundling.

~

1

Successfd focused-segment marketers also develop customer
information systems with an emphasis on databases and customer
profitability levels. The relationship databases used by regional
banks for upscale accounts, the customer tiles that make frequent
flyer programs possible, and Merrill Lynch’s Cash Management
Account for its securities customers are all good examples of such
systems.
Other sources. Other essential pieces of this strategy include:
1. Selectively expanding beyond existing segments inti closely
related segments or markets, as many regional banks have done
in rolling up local community banks.
2. Identifying TWWapproaches and ways to measure service performance such as turnaround time, reprocess time, and error logs.
3. Developing neu, product features such as the extended product
guarantees, car rental insurance, and high eredit Iimik that
now come with costly credit cards to support a premium price. In
every instance, the intent is the same: b lock iiI attractive cuatimers through product attributes and customized service.
1

Shared utilities
Shared utilities are the last - and newest – of the strategic groups
that emerged from deregulation. Shared utilities offer new entrants and other competitive the advantages of scale by sharing
costs across many companies. They are usually creatid as competitive pressures generati demand for new information, services, or
inputs that cannot be met by small, individual companies. Relatively few places for shared utilities exist in each industry. But for
those companies that can identfi end capitalize on an opportunity,
the strategy is most attractive.
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Ironically, in the years immediately following deregulation, many
observera predicted that only a few large companies wodd survive
in each indus~. But these observers never imagined the growth of
shared utilities that wodd make many of the advantages of size
available b everyone. ~lera~, for example, provides government
bond and foreign exchange quotations end 6nancial market news
instantly around the world from its home in New York, thereby
making it possible for small- and medium-size traders ti have
many of the information advantages that come from scale. Telerate’s average return on equity between 1985 and 1988 was more
than 20 percent.
Similarly, Centix Telemanagement, a telecommunications remarketer in California, is now one of Pacific Bell’s tQp customers. The
company purchases telephone time in large blocks and resells it b
smaller companies at attractive rates.
The first step for a would-be shared
utility is tQ identifi discrete functions with heavy tied costs that
cannot easily be developed in-house by new or small competitors.
Computer expenses are ofien the basis for a shared utility like
Dallas-based Hogan Systems, which provides systems support for
small- and medium-size commercial banks.

Z&ntifi

costly

@nctionn.

partners. Next comes signing tip development paw
ners tn help build the utility by sharing costs or contributing proprietary information. Most deregulation-inspired shared utilities
had such partners in their early years. Telerate shared development with a US primary securities deder, in part b get access h
real-time trading information. Globex, the new utility for off-hours
futures and options trading, has links with Reuters, the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and the Chicago Board of Trade. Equally
critical is building a set of core clients among the utility’s largest
users and working tKIensure their loyalty through superior service.
Telerate’s early penetration of major trading rooms was a key to ita
later success.

,
.

Development

statiati.
As the service gains momentum, making sure
that it becomes the industry standard is crucial. For many utilities, that means growing fast enough ti meet the demands of
custimers and building a large installed base. Even though many
cushmers initially had complaints about Telerate’s service, it
became the industry stidard because it codd handle extremely
rapid growth in the number of terminals, information sources, mld
customers it had outstanding.

,
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Unhappily for most competitors, shared utfities are natural
monopolies. So while they offer attractive opportunities during the
first phase of open-market activity, eventually less effective producers are driven out of business by the sde required for satisfactory performance. Those that are largest, with the grea~st abiliW
@ spread costs across a broad base, ,survive. The rest do not. This
shakeout is now occurring in airline computer reservation systems.
It is dso taking place in global rating of debt securities, where the
strength of Moody’s end Standard & Poor’s has made it hard for
European-based and Asian-based entrants to prosper.
Because they dominate their markets, shared utilities have great
pricing flexibility and often genera~ extraordinary returns. As a
result, they can easily become the target of envy, prompting powerful cushmers tJJconsider creating a rival. In fact, a consortium of
securities firms and investment banks has recently been discussing the possibility of creating a new shared utility to compete
with Telerate and Reuters in the market for US government securities pricing information.

r
I

~ avoid encouraging rivals and to support their revenue base,
utilities often move to supply high levels of customer service and
personal contact in exchange for their high price. They also seek b
lock in their product or service: for example, by expanding the
number of individud users who receive their services at a given
company. Selling part of the shared utility to customers and suppliers may also help to ensure continued use and profitability
while reducing the resentment associated with high returns.
Global markets
The patterns of competition that charac~rized dere~ation in the
United States are already emerging in Western Europe. In the sirline industry, early liberalization of fights between bndon end
Amsterdam led to a 37 percent increase in capaciW and an effective drop in prices of 16 percent on what had heen a highly profitable route. Ryanair, a new low-rest player, has entered the Bublinbndon market with round-trip fares that are approximately half
those of Aer Lingus. Trsns European Airways, Europe’s second
largest charter airline, has applied to fly schedded routes at discount prices out of Belgium.
The wave of merger, acquisition, and alliance activity that followed
US deregulation is dso well under way. Air France has acquired
control of UTA and Air Inter to become the largest airline in conti-
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nental Europe. British Airways and KLM are each seeking a 20
perzent stake in Sabena World Airlines. Similar alliances are
emer~g in telecommunications and fiancial servizes, suggesting
that the powerful series of lWSI oligopolies that charatirize the
second phase of open-market competition are already developing,
even before 1992.
Europe’s competitive evolution is also being speeded up by the fact
that many of the new entrants are mighty international competitive like Honda or American Airlines. These competitive will be
able b capitalize quickly on current Merences in globaJ efficiency
across markets. Pilots of some continental European airlines, for
example, are paid, on average, more than twice what their counterparts at major US airlines receive. Yet the productivity of US airlines, measured by revenue passenger miles per employee, is more
than double that of the European airlines. As markets open, these
differences will be largely equalized.
Market d.namics
The exact dynamics of market openings will vary, of course, from
country h country. But the new competitive structure that market
opening creates remains the same, not only for deregulating markets but also for markets experiencing other discontinuities. The
oil crisis of the 1970s, for example, made possible a rush of new
Japanese auti entrants inti tie United Statis. And while these
companies initially entered .as low-cost players, they soon recognized the need b migrate h positions as focused-segment marketers and broad-based competitors @ order b survive se others
entered with even lower costs.
Whether in Canada, Eastern Europe, the European Community,
Asia, or the United States, opening markets will cause rapid
changes in the charac@r of profitable companies as cost cutting,
pricing, and market segmentation become far more important
than undifferentiated size. Managers who use the lessons of US
deregulation wisely should be able b avoid many of the hard landings that so otin surround market openings. Q
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